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Saint Louis, 27 June 2022. 

 

To all HUE Students, HUE Facilitators and official HUE Partners: 

Due to many changes in the last 6 months, the HUE FACULTY® is revising its registration policies 

and the HUE Protocols for ZOOM. These revisions go into effect on 1 July 2022 and are outlined 

as follows:  

Regarding the registrations of students for all HUE Events, here is the following protocol: 

1) All students from ARUBA and the entire CARIBBEAN REGION must contact our authorized 

partner and official representatives at MEL Aruba. 

2) All students from INDIA must contact our authorized partner and official representatives 

at MEL Trust India.  

3) All students from VIETNAM receive a link form to register directly.  

4) All students from all SPANISH-SPEAKING COUNTRIES must send an email to the HUE 

FACULTY® at inscripciones@hue-faculty.com. All replies will be in Spanish. 

5) Students from all OTHER REGIONS must send an email to the HUE FACULTY® at                       

info@hue-faculty.com. All replies will be in English. 

When registering with the HUE FACULTY®, please include the following information: the event you 

want to participate in, your name and last name, the state and country you reside in, your HUE 

Level and a copy of your last HUE Certificate.  

Regarding the ZOOM Protocols, the HUE Technical Team (identified by their virtual background) 

have been instructed to admit HUE Students only if they comply with the following guidelines: 

1) All participants must join the ZOOM Meeting using the 3-letter country code, your first 

and last name. See the attached table.  

2) Kindly join the Zoom with the exact same name you registered with, so you are properly 

identified. Nicknames are not accepted. 
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3) All participants must keep their video turned on at all times during the session. If you 

have internet issues, you must inform the HUE Technical Assistant from your region 

immediately. All participants with cameras turned off are removed from the Zoom meeting.  

4) Duplicate connections are not accepted. Joining with 2 devices are not accepted either.  

5) If you need step-by-step instructions, you can click on the following link: 

https://youtu.be/vcjcZPTfMfM . We have these instructions in a total of 9 different 

languages on our website: https://www.hue-faculty.com/en/live-tv-playlist/. 

I kindly request all official HUE Partners to share this notice with all the HUE Students in your 

regions to facilitate the registration process and the process of admittance in the Zoom meetings.  

Thank you for your dedication to apply the Human Universal Energy teaching correctly and thank 

you for being continuously available to help humanity. 

Yours truly, 

President of HUE FACULTY®  

 

ABW Aruba DEU Germany KWT Kuwait THA Thailand 

ARE United Arab 

Emirates 
ECU Ecuador MEX Mexico TUR Turkey 

AUS Australia EGY Egypt MKD North Macedonia TWN Taiwan 

BEL Belgium ESP Spain MYS Malaysia USA United States 

BGR Bulgaria FRA France NLD Netherlands VEN Venezuela 

BLR belarus 
GBR United Kingdom 

(England) 
RUS Russia VNM Vietnam 

CAN Canada HKG Hong Kong SAU Saudi Arabia  

CHE Switzerland IND India SGP Singapore  

COL Colombia IRN Iran SWE Sweden  

CUW Curaçao ITA Italy SXM Sint Maarten  
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